Will Ontario be left behind?

The world is going green. Ontario is going backwards.

Show your support for a 100% Renewable Ontario by signing the petition:

RenewableOntario.ca

The Ford government has cancelled green energy projects, carbon pricing and incentives for climate action, like purchasing electric vehicles and insulating your home. Instead, it’s spending billions on yesterday’s technology – outdated and expensive nuclear power.

Water power from Quebec could replace our high cost nuclear at less than 1/3rd the cost, saving us billions.

To fight climate change, we need today’s technologies – zero emissions renewable power, energy storage and smart energy-efficient technologies – not last century’s nuclear stations. Ontario can grow green! With the help of Quebec’s large and growing surplus of low-cost water power, Ontario’s own energy efficiency expertise and leading-edge energy storage and renewable power companies, we are more than ready to plug into a climate-friendly electric future.

Let’s stop wasting billions on yesterday’s technology and move to a green future. Sign our petition: RenewableOntario.ca